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Declarative memory performance is superior for items that were encoded in temporal proximity to reward delivery or ex-

pectancy. How reward-predicting contexts affect subsequent declarative memory formation in those contexts are, however,

unknown. Using an ecological experimental setup in the form of a naturalistic driving simulator task, we examined the effect

that previously rewarded environments may have on incidental memory formation. After driving in two distinct environ-

ments, one of which associated with monetary reward, participants drove again in the environments, which were embedded

with unique images on billboards. A recognition test 24 h later demonstrated that incidental memory was superior for items

presented in the reward-associated environment. These findings suggest that environmental cues imbued with incentive sali-

ence promote memory processes even in the absence of reward.

A burgeoning notion in the field of neural mechanisms ofmemory
formation emphasizes the interactive nature of declarative and
nondeclarative learning and memory systems. Accordingly, medi-
ating factors involved in nondeclarative learning, such as rein-
forcement learning, may affect declarative memory formation
(Poldrack et al. 2001; Gershman and Daw 2017). Indeed, declara-
tivememory formation has been shown to benefit from conditions
where information is encoded in temporal proximity to reward
delivery (Murayama and Kitagami 2014). Such reward-related
memory enhancements are thought to be supported by functional
links between the reward circuitry and declarativememory systems
(Lisman and Grace 2005), possibly mediated by dopaminergic in-
put to the hippocampus (Shohamy and Adcock 2010). Specifically,
incidentalmemory enhancement has been described for items pre-
sented immediately before reward-predicting cues (Murayama and
Kuhbandner 2011; Murayama and Kitagami 2014), or concurrent
with them (Wittmann et al. 2005, 2013), during reward anticipa-
tion (Adcock et al. 2006), as well as during (Axmacher et al.
2010), and immediately after (unexpected) reward delivery (Bun-
zeck et al. 2010; Spaniol et al. 2014). These studies suggest that in-
formation appearing in short proximity to rewarding outcomes or
predictors has a better chance of consolidating into long-term
memory. It is not yet clear whether contextual cues associated
with rewarding outcomes can maintain a memory-facilitating ef-
fect at a later stage. Moreover, it is not clear whether and how
the abovementioned findings relate to real-life situations that in-
volve natural behavior in immersive environments.

The neural mechanisms that mediate the interactions be-
tween reward-related systems and declarative memory formation
are starting to be revealed. Dopamine, a key mediator of reward-
based learning, was shown to play a modulatory role not only in
implicit forms of learning but also in explicit, hippocampal-
dependent memory (Shohamy and Adcock 2010; Pennartz et al.
2011). In fact, input from dopaminergic midbrain neurons can in-
duce long-term potentiation (LTP) in the hippocampus (Frey and
Morris 1998; Li et al. 2003), and dopamine agonists, both in ani-
mals and in humans, were shown to facilitate performance in ex-
plicit memory tasks (Bach et al. 1999; Knecht et al. 2004; Martig
and Mizumori 2011). Moreover, midbrain activity levels in hu-

mans, as detected in fMRI studies, are predictive of memory per-
formance for reward-related cues (Wittmann et al. 2005), and
dopamine binding potential in the hippocampus is positively cor-
related with memory performance for items encoded during peri-
ods of reward expectancy (Takahashi et al. 2008; Wittmann et al.
2013). Ventral striatum activation was recently shown to correlate
with the extent of expectancy violations (or prediction errors) re-
garding semantic memory veracity, emphasizing the interaction
between reward and declarative memory systems (Pine et al.
2018). How associations between reward and environmental con-
texts in ecological setups may affect subsequent declarative mem-
ory for incidental information is, however, unclear.

Cues that have been imbued with incentive value activate
motivational systems, which in turn engender the potentiation
of behaviors that were associated with similar rewards, a process
that has been termed Pavlovian-to-instrumental transfer (PIT)
(Dickinson and Balleine 1994). It is not known whether cues that
have been associated with reward may similarly potentiate memo-
ry formation of information embedded within those cues at a
future time. To examine this question, we constructed an ecologi-
cal driving simulator setup, comprised of three stages. First, partic-
ipants drove in both rewarding and nonrewarding contexts.
Subsequently, they drove again in both contexts, devoid of reward-
ing outcomes, and were presented with a set of pictures embedded
within billboards in both environments. Finally, a day later, they
underwent a recognition memory test for the images presented
previously.

Thirty participants took part in the experiment (mean age of
26.6 ±3.7 yr; 10 males). All participants were healthy, had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision, and providedwritten informed con-
sent to participate in the study, for which they were remunerated.
The experimental protocol was approved by the Institutional
Review Board of the Department of Psychology at the University
of Haifa. The driving task was conducted at the Institute of
Information Processing and Decision Making (IIPDM) driving
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simulator facility, located at the University of Haifa. The facility
includes both the driving simulator and a screen onwhich the sim-
ulation is projected and is isolated for noise and other interferences
(see Fig. 1). The virtual environment was constructed using the
STISIM Drive software and was presented on a wide white screen.
The simulator allows full control of the participants over the car’s
gas and brake pedals and steering wheel, which are situated on a
student’s chair 2.5 meters away from the screen. The virtual envi-
ronments depicted belowwere created using the STISIMDrive soft-
ware, designed to reflect real-life navigation without resemblances
to actual routes. The entire driving task lasted ∼40 min.

On Day 1, participants first underwent a short training phase
in order to acquaint them with the simulator environment. This
stage was comprised of both an urban and a rural landscape.
Next, participants underwent a context–reward association phase,
during which they were able to receive monetary reward (up to 30
Israeli Shekels—ILS, the equivalent of ∼8 USD) while driving the
simulator. Each participant drove in two distinct environments,
one urban and one rural. The conditioningwas based on the acqui-
sition of an association between one visual context (e.g., rural) and
a reward, and a separate association between the other visual
context (e.g., urban) with a smaller reward. Each environment
(context) included presentations of stars, golden and blue, which
were situated along the driving route. Driving into the golden
stars indicated that the participant had won an additional 1-ILS
on top of the participation remuneration. Blue stars had no value,
and were therefore considered neutral. Both contexts were defined
by the percentage of rewarding stars (gold) versus unrewarding
stars (blue). Accordingly, the rewarding context was comprised of

80% gold stars, while the neutral context was comprised of only
20% gold stars. For each participant, the order in which he/she en-
countered each environment (context) and the rewarded context
itself were assigned pseudo-randomly. Immediately after the associ-
ation stage, participants drove again in both rural and urban land-
scapes, this time devoid of reward. During this task, they were
presented with 40 neutral images (20 in each environment) which
they were not asked to pay attention to (but were nonetheless
prominent in the environment). The images were presented on
billboards that appeared either in the median strip (the divider
lane) or road shoulder, which gradually appeared larger on screen
with the car’s advancing. The assignment of images to context con-
dition (previously rewarded/nonrewarded) was counter-balanced
across participants, such that a given set of pictures was presented
either in previously rewarding or nonrewarding contexts.

On Day 2, participants carried out a computerized memory
test, whereby they were instructed to indicate whether or not pre-
sented images appeared in the driving phase. Eighty images were
presented in total, 40 of which appeared during the free driving
stage (20 in each environment) and 40 new ones. Participants
were asked to answer for each image whether they recognized
the image or not. Following each question, they were asked to
rate their degree of confidence using a 1–9 visual analog scale
(VAS). This memory task was designed and performed using
E-Prime software. Immediately after the memory test, participants
filled out a short questionnaire regarding subjective feelings and
thoughts on the overall experience.

Memory performance was estimated by computing for each
subject percentages of hits, misses, false alarms (FA) and correct

rejections (CR) and plotting their means
across the group. Direct statistical com-
parisons were carried out between hit
percentages and miss percentages for
images previously presented in the re-
warded versus nonrewarded contexts,
using Student’s t-tests, as well as by
carrying out Bayesian paired samples
t-tests (Morey and Rouder 2011) imple-
mented in JASP software (Version
0.9.0.1). For estimating the relationship
between memory performance and
confidence judgments in the two condi-
tions of interest, hit rates versus FA
rates were plotted as a function of confi-
dence ratings, as common in adaptations
of signal-dependent analysis schemes.
Memory strength was further assessed
by calculating d-prime (d′) scores, by
subtracting for each participant the nor-
malized FA rate from hit rate [z (hit
rate)− z (FA rate)]. Criterion values were
calculated as well for estimating the
participants’ response biases in favor of
“old/new” responses for rewarded ver-
sus nonrewarded conditions [c=−0.5 ×
(z (hit rate) + z (FA rate))]. For both d′

and criterion indices, both individual
data and group averages were plotted.
The Bayesian paired sample analyses
were performed by using either a nondi-
rectional hypothesis (for hits versus miss-
es regardless of contexts, and the early
versus late hit percentages), or directional
hypotheses for testing reward versus
nonreward performance of d′s, criterions,
and hit percentages.

A

B

FIGURE 1. Experimental design. (A) During the context–reward association phase, participants drove
in two distinct environments—an urban landscape and an open countryside, one of which was assigned
as a “rewarded context” wherein they encountered mostly gold starts indicating monetary reward, and
the other as a “neutral context,” containing mostly blue stars (zero reward). Free driving was immedi-
ately followed, during which participants drove in both landscapes, this time devoid of reward.
Embedded within both landscapes were unique images presented on billboards along the median
divider or road shoulder of the route. (B) One day later, participants returned to carry out a memory
test, in which they were asked to indicate whether displayed images were presented the day before
and indicate their confidence in their decision. (ILS) Israeli Shekel (Israeli currency).
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A unique feature of the current task was the naturalistic expe-
rience that was afforded to participants by driving in an immersive
setting (Plancher et al. 2013). Nearly all participants could identify
that there were two distinctive environments (urban/rural) and
perhaps surprisingly, none of them realized that there was a differ-
ence in the rewards given within each environment (i.e., the
presented stars), indicating that any association made between
reward and context was made without explicit knowledge.
Furthermore, participants were asked about what they thought
was the goal of the experiment. Virtually all of them answered
that the prime objective was to test attention to details while driv-
ing. That is, participants did typically notice the images presented
as signs, but nearly all did not realize they would be tested on
them.Notably, the stars and imageswere not presented at the exact
same location on the route—whereas the stars were placed on the
road, the images appeared on the dividing lane or road shoulder.

On average, memory performance was considerably low
(mean hit percentage =40.08±3.12), below-chance level (Fig.
2A). However, FA were even lower (22.91±2.72), indicating that
overall, participants responded positively more frequently to old
versus new items (t(29) = 5.08, P<0.0001; Bayes factor (BF10) =
149.6). Testing memory performance for images presented in
previously rewarded contexts versusnonrewarded contextswasper-
formed by comparing hit percentages and FA percentages between
rewarded and nonrewarded contexts. Hit percentages were found
to increase for items presented in the previously rewarded contexts
(means ± SEs for hits rewarded and nonrewarded= 43.44±3.45 and
36.83±3.53, respectively, t(29) = 2.09, P<0.05; BF10 = 2.51), and a
trend for increased misses for the nonrewarded context (misses re-
warded=55±3.72 and misses nonrewarded=60.5 ±3.59, t(29) =
−1.72, P=0.096; BF10 = 1.36). Notably, the enhanced memory for
rewarded versus nonrewarded context was observed regardless of

specific context, i.e., separately for the urban environment
(mean hits percentage for rewarded versus nonrewarded: 43.33 ±
4.77 versus 37.33 ±4.95, respectively), and for the rural environ-
ment (43.33±5.16 versus 36.33 ±5.22), further strengthening the
reward-related memory effect in two independent samples. These
effects, however, were not statistically significant, possibly due to
low sample sizes (N/2).

Plotting hit rates versus FA rates as a function of subjective
confidence ratings (Fig. 2B) provided further evidence that at all
confidence bins, mean hit rates were both higher than FA rates,
and superior for rewarded versus nonrewarded contexts. Notably,
even at high confidence assessments (leftmost area of the ROCs),
hit rates were considerably low and the curves seem symmetrical,
augmenting the notion that retrieval decisions here were based
on familiarity rather than recollection (Yonelinas et al. 1996;
Yonelinas 2001). D-prime (d′) analysis revealed a significant differ-
ence betweenmemory strength for images presented in the reward-
ed (mean=0.71±0.13) versus nonrewarded (mean=0.52±0.13)
contexts (t(29) = 2.14, P<0.05; BF10 = 3.303). These results demon-
strate that memory for stimuli presented in the previously reward-
ed environments was superior in comparison to memory for
stimuli presented in previously nonrewarded contexts (Fig. 2C).
As shown in Figure 2C, most participants exhibited higher memo-
ry performance (d′) scores for the pictures previously presented in
the rewarded versus nonrewarded context (dots falling under the
line). Corroborating the above findings, criterion values were sig-
nificantly lower in the rewarded context (0.54±0.09) versus the
nonrewarded condition (0.64±0.09; t(29) =−2.24, P<0.05; BF10 =
3.302), indicating an increased tendency to answer “yes” in re-
sponses to images presented in the previously rewarded context.

To examine the possibility that the memory effect for the re-
warding context condition was time-dependent, i.e., affecting the

BA

DC

FIGURE 2. Behavioral performance. (A) Memory performance for pictures presented during the free driving phase, divided into hits, misses, FA, and CR.
Further division into hits for rewarded and nonrewarded items showed a preference for rewarded items (P<0.05), and a concomitant decrease in misses.
(B) Receiver operating curves (ROC) are shown separately for items presented in rewarded versus nonrewarded contexts. Subject-by-subject values of d′
and criterion scores are plotted in (C) and (D), respectively, along with mean scores for rewarded versus nonrewarded contexts.
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initial stages of the post-rewarding driving and deteriorating there-
after, we examined whether memory for images presented within
each context was affected by their order of appearance during en-
coding. This analysis did not yield a time-related effect onmemory,
suggesting that although the association between reward and con-
text may have extinguished over time, this did not directly affect
the contextual-related incidental memory effect (BF10 = 0.29).

Humans and animals rapidly learn to associate between con-
textual cues and reinforcing stimuli (Hyman et al. 2006). In the
current study, we examined the effects that associating monetary
outcome with contextual cues in the form of environmental scen-
ery during driving in a simulator, had onmemory formation of in-
cidental information presented in those contexts. We found that
memory was indeed stronger for items presented in previously
rewarding contexts, regardless of the particular features of the re-
warded environment. Contextual cues are known to trigger behav-
ioral and physiological responses, a phenomenon that has been
extensively studied under the framework of contextual condition-
ing (Phillips and LeDoux 1992). Specifically, contextual details in-
fluence affective learning by serving as cues that associate affective
manipulations with affective responses (LeDoux 2000). Our find-
ings reveal an extended contextual effect on behavioral responses,
demonstrating that reward-based contextual conditioning in a nat-
uralistic setting can influence long-term memory performance of
incidental information.

One conceptual framework that may account for this effect
involves the interaction among learning systems, specifically those
that support reinforcement learning and declarative memory
(Adcock et al. 2006). Dopamine is a key candidate in this collabo-
ration, considering its involvement in prolonging late LTP, thus
leading to memory consolidation (Wittmann et al. 2005), enhanc-
ing encoding memory of novel events (Kumaran and Maguire
2006; Mather and Schoeke 2011) and allowing for the generaliza-
tion of declarative knowledge (Shohamy and Adcock 2010).
Additional testimonial to dopaminergic involvement in contextu-
al learning is supported by animal studies on dopaminergic re-
sponses to rewarding contexts. In primates, midbrain dopamine
neurons were shown to change their activity depending on the
context, whether rewarding or not (Nakahara et al. 2004). These
findings suggest that combining context with reward leads to bet-
ter reward prediction. Dopamine neurons increase their firing even
to unrewarding stimuli placed in previously rewarding contexts,
potentially enhancing the ability to detect rewarding stimuli
(Kobayashi and Schultz 2014). Whether or not these mechanisms
came into play in the current study cannot at this point be
concluded, though they may serve to generate predictions for
follow-up investigations.

The effects of the current study resonate with the phenome-
non of PIT. After forming a Pavlovian cue–reward association and
a separate pairing between a particular behavior and the same re-
ward, the mere presentation of the cue is sufficient to increase
behavioral outcome, supposedly by their mutual association with
reward (Lovibond 1983; Dickinson and Balleine 1994). The assign-
ing of motivational significance to particular cues is suggested to
invigorate goal-directed behavior, aimed at obtaining rewarding
outcomes. Our findings indicate that assigningmotivational value
to a given cue set (a particular context) gives rise to enhanced in-
corporation of new information into long-termmemory, a process
that may share similar properties to the abovementioned PIT
effect.

An alternative interpretation, not mutually exclusive to the
above suggestions, concerns value-driven attentional effects that
may come into play. Encoding of declarative information and at-
tention are strongly linked, to the point of inseparability (Craik
et al. 1996; Chun and Turk-Browne 2007). Previously rewarded
stimuli are believed to capture attention and accordingly bias infor-

mation processing (Anderson 2015, 2016). Accordingly, stimulus
features that are learned to predict reward attract attention (Sali
et al. 2014), elevating cognitive processing, among them memory
formation.Notably, attention capture to previously rewarded stim-
uli can be carried out involuntarily (Mine and Saiki 2015). It is
utterly plausible that the recruitment of the reward system in re-
sponse to previously rewarded stimuli in the current task benefited
encoding and subsequent memory of incidental information
by increasing attention resources. We contend that the fact that
no explicit instructions were given regarding neither the presenta-
tion of the images nor the ensuing memory test strengthens
the ecological validity of the current findings, likening them to
typical incidental memory processes of everyday occurrences.
Future explorations should nevertheless examine whether similar
reward-related memory effects would occur if participants were in-
structed to allocate attention toward the to-be-remembered items.

By assigning rewarding value to environmental context, we
were able to show that an immersive experience in a rewarding
context leads to superior incidental memory formation. These re-
sults imply that not only direct rewards can affect memory en-
hancement, but also indirect cues such as those associating
reward with context in naturalistic environments.
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